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Scientists usually communicate their latest findings by publishing results
as scientific papers in journals that are almost always accessible online
(albeit often at a price), ensuring fast sharing of latest knowledge.

But negative findings – those that do not agree with what the researchers
hypothesised – are often overlooked, discouraged or simply not put
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forward for publication.

Yet negative findings can save scientists valuable time and resources by
not repeating already performed experiments, so it is important that all
results, regardless of the outcome, are published.

Adding human nature to the mix

Despite devoting their lives to logic and facts, scientists are still human.
Their decisions are influenced by emotions and opinions. They are, at
times, unlikely to trust conflicting results due to a pre-existing belief that
something else is true.

This phenomenon is known as cognitive bias. If presented with evidence
that disproves an old theory, scientists may simply attribute the
discrepancy to experimental error.

In extreme cases, reporting a negative result, particularly when it refutes
previous research, is to some extent considered a form of discreditation.

At other times, human error and the fact that science cannot always be
reproduced has led to the belief that negative results are associated with
flawed or poor science.

Revolt against the negative-finding culture

The stigma surrounding negative findings means that they are a low
priority for publication. High-quality journals are less likely to accept
negative findings because they are associated with a lower citation rate,
lower impact knowledge and are often controversial.

This raises a major issue: if results are not reported (positive or negative)
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then other scientists may waste time and resources needlessly repeating
experiments.

Or, in some situations, theories that are untrue or incomplete are never
corrected, despite their potentially dire consequences (as in the case of
the measles, mumps and rubella MMR vaccine despite the original
research linking it to autism being retracted by The Lancet).

A scientist's success depends largely on the impact of their research.
Higher-impact findings published in prominent journals tend to attract
more funding grants.

As citations are a measure of a scientist's worth, and negative results
attract fewer citations, many scientists simply choose not to spend the
time publishing negative results.

Dissemination of negative results has traditionally been one of the
hardest battles faced by scientists. It is particularly difficult when these
negative findings contradict previously published research, even though
many reputable journals have policies to publish such work.

It was a problem Australian researcher David Vaux wrote about in a 
Retraction Watch blog on his attempts to publish contradictory results.

In recent years, open-access and broad-scope journals such as PLOS One,
Frontiers and the Biomed Central journal series are increasingly
publishing papers with negative findings.

Additionally, a number of journals have surfaced whose primary
objective is to disseminate negative findings, such as Journal of Articles
in Support of the Null Hypothesis, Journal of Negative Results in
Biomedicine and The All Results Journal.
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http://www.news.com.au/lifestyle/health/vaccination-versus-autism-study-professor-guy-eslick-tells-why-hes-taking-on-the-scaremongers/story-fneuzlbd-1226929208418
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/02/03/health/research/03lancet.html
http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0010271#pone-0010271-g003
http://retractionwatch.com/2013/06/19/why-i-retracted-my-nature-paper-a-guest-post-from-david-vaux-about-correcting-the-scientific-record/
http://www.plosone.org/;jsessionid=1EB0AAA86E97BDD2B303F2D4611F8570
http://www.frontiersin.org
http://www.biomedcentral.com
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The purpose of these journals is to give negative findings a home, where
they can still be accessed widely by the international science community
without facing prejudice in the review process.

But these journals have lower publication rates, reflective of a scientific
culture that deems negative results less valuable.

How to turn a negative into a positive

The issues surrounding the negative finding culture are certainly gaining
traction. Many reputable journals such as Disease Models & Mechanisms
and Nature have covered the topic recently.

Nonetheless, publication bias is still an issue, indicating that a shift in the
scientific culture is required.

Some journals have suggested that negative findings be published open
access and free of charge, while others have suggested that scientists be
encouraged to submit corrections as well as new results.

Additionally, a push by funding agencies for scientists to make available
all data gathered (such as via Open Science) from their support may
reduce the stigma attached to negative findings.

As proposed by American physicist and philosopher Thomas Kuhn, a
shift in scientific thinking will occur when the amount of evidence in
support of the new paradigm overtakes the old one.

Following this logic, perhaps the answer to reversing the anti-negative-
finding culture lies in educating young scientists about the importance of
disseminating all results.

This way, the next generation of scientists may experience improved
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http://dmm.biologists.org/content/7/2/171.full
http://www.nature.com/jcbfm/journal/v30/n7/full/jcbfm201051a.html
http://www.cochrane-net.org/openlearning/html/mod15-2.htm
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http://science.okfn.org
http://books.google.com.au/books?id=3eP5Y_OOuzwC&lpg=PR5&ots=xUXKydiNpH&dq=%22The%20Structure%20of%20Scientific%20Revolutions%22%20Kuhn&lr&pg=PR4#v=onepage&q=%22The%20Structure%20of%20Scientific%20Revolutions%22%20Kuhn&f=false


 

scientific communication and more efficient science.

This story is published courtesy of The Conversation (under Creative
Commons-Attribution/No derivatives).
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